(m)eat

about_(m)eat

this is a game about animal meat, and the
ever-conflicting information that circulates
regarding whether or not humans should be
eating animals.
the game (m)eat is a reflection of my experience with meat. as a meat-lover with a family
against it, i hear an endless stream of reasons
why meat is bad. i don’t quite know how to feel
about this overwhelming amount of information,
or whether i should take it into account, all i
know is i love the stuff.
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gameplay_overview
in order to play (m)eat, you need to know a
few things.

how to start?
the rules start out simple;
draw a card, play a card.
(m)eat is a 3 - 5 player game
what are the different cards?
there are 3 main card types;
_meat cards,
_info cards,
_action cards
to read more about these cards,
see following pages
how to win?

1

there is no win condition to begin with.
as cards are drawn and played, info
cards will chnage the win condition for
players. remember that the rules will
change as often as new information about
meat is inflicted, and that different
players will have different win conditions that are always subject to change.

card_guide

meat card example
[bacon]

meat cards can be thought of
as “collecting” cards. these
cards will ultimately be the
means of winning or losing,
depending on the verdict
of the new info card each
player most recently drew.
there is no set value on any
meat card, instead the value changes per person as info
cards dictate. these cards
can be held in your hand, or
“played” (placed on the table
in front of you.

hunger card example
[the

absense
of food]

some people might call
this hunger. *grumble*

.

this is what a hunger card
looks like. hunger cards are
treated the same as meat
cards; they are also collected per player if an info card
requires it to win. these
cards are also cards that you
must “play”

card guide is continued on the following pages
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info card example
info cards are the cards that
determine player’s win conditions. until a player’s first
info card is drawn, they don’t
have a real goal, they are simply drawing and playing cards.
once an info card is drawn, it
is immediatley placed in front
of that player, and the player’s
motives change. for example, they
might be trying to collect 7 red
meat cards. note that each player needs their own personal info
card, and that if they draw another info card at any point, it
replaces the previous.

action card example
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action cards are pretty
straightforward because the
majority of the directions are
included on the card. they can
be used on yourself or, more
commonly, on other players.
players may keep them in their
hands until they find a good
use, or they may decide to play
them simply because of the rule
that states you must always
play one card per turn.
--> de:action cards are simply cards that a player can use
to counteract any action card,
on his/her self or on another
player.

info

card guide continued

gives the
information
about meat
.

example
info card
reveals what
card(s) must be
collected to win
this card must be played
you can’t hold on to it

action
example action
card
y

reveals what
the action card
does
explains how
to perform the
action stated
above

gameplay

to begin playing
1) each player is dealt 5 cards from the
shuffled deck. the remainder of the deck is
placed in the middle.
2) the person who loves meat the most goes
first (determine this however you wish).
clockwise order thereafter.
3) said meat-lover must first play a card from
his/her hand, then replace the card from the
deck. this is how gameplay begins, and con
tinues unless an action card says otherwise.
4) if an info card was drawn, that player must
play the info card as their turn. to play a
card simply means placing it, face-up, in
front of you.
on the first turn: if 2 info cards were
drawn by one player, the player must choose
one for him/her self and give the other to
any player currently without one. should
there be any excess info cards, they must
be discarded.
once the game is underway, if a new info
card is drawn it simply must replace the
previous one.
if in your first hand you did not draw an
info card, fret not, just follow the “play,
replace” system until you draw an info card
and can begin working toward your goal.
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sample_setup_diagram

current info card

meat cards

this is what one player’s
“played” cards could look like
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sample_setup_diagram

shuffled center
deck

acction card (if applicable)

+ the 5 cards the player has in
hand
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about winning

if you win
if you are lucky enough that fate
delt you the right cards or you
stratigically used action cards
to aquire the cards your info
called for, then you, my friend,
just won the game of (m)eat. the
other players can decide if they
want to continue playing until
the next winner, or end it there
with you as the sole winner.
the
now
all
are
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info card by which you won is
the rule by which we shall
live, thanks to you. hope you
proud of what you have done.

disclaimer

disclaimer
the information used for this game came from
opinions or “facts” that people have used in
their own debates. they are not all true
obviously, so don’t quote me.
also would like to state that though i may
be a meat lover, i love many vegans and
vegatarians also. i respect the right that
everyone has to eat whatever they want.
this game was intended to potentially raise
questions about the way information on
nutrition circulates throughout society and
affects people to such extremes. i was also
interested in the idea that people like myself, who just love meat, may be having a
hard time accepting all this anti-meat info.
we aren’t monsters!
we just like a good burger ;)
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